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starting with amnesia we realized that a game that was not very scary would be a mistake. for some reason, the horror genre still has a bit of a stigma attached to it, and we wanted to avoid that. we wanted people to experience a new horror game that was fun to play, and our games have a lot of elements to offer to people who enjoy
playing games in general. instead we wanted to make a game that had fear and terror, but not by using jump scares. this of course meant that we had to figure out how to make a more tense and scary game, and not a "let's make scary like they did in silent hill or dead space" type of game. we did this by keeping the puzzles interesting

and by making a good use of the environment. our second project was the dark descent. we went about developing it pretty much on a strict time schedule, in order to be able to launch it as soon as possible. it took about 3 months to develop the game and the level editor, but we had to wait for other tasks to be completed first. there were
some occasions where we had to wait months for an obscure piece of code to get fixed, and other times we just had to wait for a contractor to complete a task. so overall, it took a little over two years to complete it. the development was very tight, but it turned out to be worth it. the dark descent was released on april 27, 2011, and after a
good start (much to our surprise) it has continued to keep up its good performance on the steam charts for the first couple of months. as we were working on the game, and as much as we had been able to to get to know the world of amnesia, we were also trying to develop a solid plan for what to do next. we had to figure out what type of
game amnesia would be, and how we could put our limited resources to best use. also, we had to think about the future of the company, and where we could take the company, and what the future would look like. it was not easy, but we slowly started coming up with ideas, and the first thing that we decided upon was to start working on a

new survival horror title. this would allow us to continue the type of gameplay and atmosphere that the dark descent has, while also providing us with enough material to make our own title. we found a nice and quiet place in the woods near our apartment, and started working on the dark descent.
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because we were working on the dark descent during development of amnesia, we used the same tools, some of the same assets, and many of the same mechanics. we had also previously developed the goal-based mechanics for the amnesia game, so it was a matter of just taking some of the best parts of the the dark descent and
applying them to the new game. as we were developing the dark descent, we began to think about the future of frictional games. we knew that we were going to make a number of games in the future, so we needed to get a better understanding of what we wanted to achieve with each of them. the first thing we did was to set out on a

number of goals. first, we wanted to make the dark descent a very good game and a perfect example of what the amnesia series would look like. we also wanted to create a powerful, story-driven game. we felt that we were a small company, and our games were meant to be smaller as well, but we did not want to limit ourselves with this
approach. we did not want to make another amnesia, but we wanted to make a good game that would stand out from the crowd. the last thing we wanted to achieve was to create a fun and memorable experience. however, the game was criticized for being too short for a full experience, with many reviewers mentioning that a full game

would require more puzzles to be explored. [8] the game was also accused of being a clone of dark descent (frictional's previous game), especially since it included a similar looking character and several monsters. [9] 5ec8ef588b
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